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In my report this month I include an 
example dialog which illustrates that much 
of the human machine interaction in the 
film was actually pretty straightforward 
request/response pairs. Yet speaking for 
myself, when it first came out I found the 
whole idea incredibly futuristic. So the 
notion that we can today engage in quite 
complex interactions which would not 
disgrace HAL, makes me think we have 
made some pretty significant progress. 
Even more important to stress, is that 
this capability is not restricted to rarefied 
research projects, but is widely available 
and also based on industry standards. We 
should also not forget that this progress 
is only possible because we have created 
clear separation between server and client 
applications and that the clients can be 
more easily implemented in multi-modal 
forms.

I first reported on voice related matters 
last year, and at that time was intrigued 
by the possibilities. Now, nearly a year 
on, I am in the happy position of seeing 
the capabilities have really moved on 
considerably, and the conversations I 
have had reflect the rapidly maturing 
market position. In my report I discuss 
the technologies, but I am really much 

more interested in the application areas 
that are now opening up. Last year I wrote 
about call centers being the driving force 
behind voice developments. But today 
I see all manner of organizations from 
Telco’s to retailers working on harnessing 
voice. Further there is extensive work 
being undertaken in making reusable 
components and services available. 

One of the most exciting areas is in voice 
services. Again I touched on this last year, 
but today there are providers supporting 
carrier grade voice services, which allows 
any organization – large or small, to make 
really effective use of voice services, with 
no requirement for infrastructure. In the 
report I discuss various services, but the 
one that really caught my imagination 
was the restaurant booking service. This 
particular service will go live in Germany 
in January, and allows restaurants to take 
bookings and manage their table allocation 
entirely automatically, for a reasonable 
service fee with no requirement for a 
systems infrastructure. Now apply the 
same ideas to taxis, sporting events and 
so on, the list will be endless. 

David Sprott CBDI, October 2003

Editorial

As I was researching this month’s report on Voice based 
applications and services, I was really impressed with the quality of 
the man machine interface now possible. More than simply voice 
recognition, it’s the quality of the entire conversation, in terms of the 
speed, complexity and flexibility. It brought to mind the computer 
HAL from the 1968 movie 2001: A Space Odyssey. In the movie HAL 
conducts conversations with the crew members that are intended 
to make you think that the computer has real intelligence.

More than simply voice 
recognition, it’s the quality of 
the entire conversation that 
is now possible, in terms of 
the speed, complexity and 
flexibility. One of the most 
exciting areas is in voice 

services.

www.cbdiforum.com
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Market Analysis

Voice Applications
and Services

It may be some time before we finally say goodbye to the Mouse 
and Keyboard on our desktop and laptop PC’s, but voice applications 
are going to become a major growth area, way beyond the call 
center. This will have considerable impact on the user interface 
areas of application architecture. In addition we also see provision 
of voice functionality as components and particularly services 
emerging as an important trend. In this report we provide a review 
of developments in voice and speech recognition technologies, and 
examine the potential applications.

By David Sprott Introduction
First use of the wheel is thought to date to before 3000 BC, in what is 
now southern Russia. Early archaeological discoveries are solid wooden 
wheels attached to an older raft or sledge for drawing loads. We can 
easily imagine how this configuration developed into a form of cart. From 
then on the wheel and axle provided a root from which invention grew and 
provided the basic pattern for many forms of motion and rotation.

Our human machine interface is constrained by a design of keyboard 
that was invented in 1873 by Christopher Latham Sholes, and marketed 
by the Remington Arms company. The action of the type bars in the 
early typewriters was very sluggish, and tended to jam frequently. To fix 
this problem, Sholes obtained a list of the most common letters used in 
English, and rearranged his keyboard from an alphabetic arrangement 
to one in which the most common pairs of letters were spread fairly far 
apart on the keyboard. Sholes’s arrangement (commonly referred to as 
QWERTY) increased the time it took for the typists to hit the keys for 
common two-letter combinations enough to ensure that each type bar 
had time to fall back sufficiently far to be out of the way before the next 
one came up.

The man machine interface took a major step forward in the early 1980’s 
as Steve Jobs and Apple refined and harnessed the ideas of SRI and 
Xerox PARC to bring the mouse into ubiquitous use. But with or without 
the mouse, our basic interface design remains in the computer stone age, 
equivalent to the wheel being attached to older forms of raft or sledge 
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as a form of cart. It seems highly probable that voice 
based interfaces will form a core pattern that sparks a 
wave of invention and innovation.

In the last couple of years, CBDI has advised that 
the service perspective will bring profound change 
to applications and the interface. Service oriented 
applications will increasingly be developed for 
general purpose usage, and in relative isolation 
from the UI design and or technology. Multi-modal 
applications will be commonplace. Further elements 
of applications can be acquired from disparate 
sources as components or services, and integrated 
with minimal or no understanding on the part of the 
user as to the details of the implementation. In this 
way the foundations have been laid which will facilitate 
reengineering of the interface layer.

Last year we discussed how voice based functionality 
had advanced1, and in particular how one company 
Fluency, was developing reusable voice components 
and services. Since then, voice capabilities have evolved 
apace. VoiceXML 2.0 has been the milestone that has 
encouraged widespread rollout of voice based systems 
and services. Whilst the early stage demand for voice 
based interfaces has been driven by requirements of 
call centers that urgently require productivity gains, 

the same technologies and techniques have much 
wider applicability that is only now starting to be 
appreciated. To understand this we need to look 
more broadly than the impact of voice on pervasive 
computing devices, and consider how voice impacts 
application architecture. In this report we provide 
a brief update on the VoiceXML technologies, but 
concentrate primarily on the potential application 
areas that are now being enabled by voice interfaces.

The evolution of the Voice Interface

Think about voice and people not yet heavily engaged 
in the subject will think of the Stanley Kubrick movie 
2001: A Space Odyssey. Remember how Dave 
Bowman dialogs with the computer Hal?

Of course back in 1968 we thought this conversation 
was incredibly futuristic. However ignoring later dialog, 
when HAL exhibits obsessive behavior, this specific 
dialog is actually far from impractical. It’s a straight 
exchange and the only difficulty might be the speech 
and grammar interpretation into a request/response 
dialog. Like most of Kubrick’s movies and Clarke’s 
stories the details are sufficiently well worked out to 
be intriguing.

1 Reusing Voice Components and Services http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2002-11/voice.php3

HAL: We have a problem.

BOWMAN: What is it?

HAL: I am having difficulty maintaining contact with earth. The trouble is in the ae-35 unit. My fault prediction 
center reports that it may fail within 72 hours.

BOWMAN: We will take care of it. Let’s see the optical alignment.

HAL: Here it is Dave. It’s still OK at the moment. (a screen display is shown)

BOWMAN: Do you know where the trouble is?

HAL: It’s intermittent and I can’t locate it. But it appears to be in the AE-35 unit.

BOWMAN: What procedure would you suggest?

HAL: The best thing would be to replace the unit with a spare so that we can check it over.

BOWMAN: OK. Let us have the hard copy.

(Bowman studies the printout).

BOWMAN: You might have told us that this means going outside the ship.

Box 1: Speculative Human/Computer Dialog circa 1967. From 2001: A Space Odyssey, Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke
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Yet as recent as last year, meaningful voice interactions 
as illustrated in the CBDI report referred to earlier, 
were highly contrived in order to allow an accurate 

interchange. Voice Dialogs would typically be single 
step as shown in Box 2.

Today I have listened to a voice dialog which is currently 
in operational use by a Retirement Fund company T. 
Rowe Price. This dialog is shown in Box 3.

There are some interesting aspects to this conversation 
in Box 3 which bear closer scrutiny.

• This is an expert level dialog – and it would 
be reasonable to assume there is a novice 
level dialog which can a) be used by new 
users and b) progressively guide the user in 
how to use the expert level dialog

• The customer can interrupt, and the system 
will be able to respond if the interruption is a 
valid argument. This is a VoiceXML 2.0 facility 
referred to as “Barge In”.

Market Analysis continued . . .

CALL CENTER: Please say your first name.

CUSTOMER: John

CALL CENTER: Please confirm first name

CUSTOMER: John

CALL CENTER: Now say your surname.

CUSTOMER: Smith

CALL CENTER: Please confirm surname.

CUSTOMER: Smith

CALL CENTER: Please say your country

CUSTOMER: USA

CALL CENTER: Please confirm country

and so on . . .

Box 2: Sample Voice Conversation Circa 2001–2

TRP: Welcome to T. Rowe Price, to interrupt this prompt press the star key

CUSTOMER: 320 3207

TRP: You are verified do you want to buy, sell, transfer, get price quotes or . . .

CUSTOMER: (Interrupts) What’s the closing price of T. Rowe Price?

TRP: there are over 20 such T. Rowe Price funds – listing the first three funds – do you want price of T. Rowe Price balance, blue chip growth 
or equity income?

CUSTOMER: The second one please

TRP: Price is 36 dollars 32 cents for T. Rowe Price blue chip growth, what else can I do for you?

CUSTOMER: How about T. Rowe Price balanced?

TRP: Price is 19 dollars 69 cents for T. Rowe Price balanced, what else?

CUSTOMER: I’d like to purchase five hundred shares

TRP: Confirming purchase of five hundred shares of T. Rowe Price balanced please say yes or no

CUSTOMER: No, make that two thousand dollars

TRP: Confirming purchase of two thousand dollars of T. Rowe Price balanced please say yes or no

CUSTOMER: No give me the closing price of T. Rowe Price equity income class B shares

TRP: Purchase attempt cancelled, price is twenty three dollars seventy seven cents for T. Rowe Price equity income, what else?

CUSTOMER: that’s all

TRP: goodbye

T. Rowe Price Retirement Plan Services has implemented a system that allows a natural conversation. This is based on IBM WebSphere Voice 
Server and natural language understanding technology.

Box 3: Example Voice Dialog Circa 2003
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• The response does not have to be an exact 
replication of the request. For example 
“the second one” has been specified as a 
substitute for blue chip growth

• Responses can be composite. For example 
“No, make that two thousand dollars” where 
“No” is the response to direct question, and 
“make that two thousand dollars” is a further 
request.

Voice Architectures

Whilst voice technologies have made big advances, it 
is the standardization of the technologies that is the 
primary market enabler and driver. VoiceXML 1.0 was 
originally published by the VoiceXML Forum, and then 
submitted to the W3C. The W3C efforts are led by the 

Voice Browser Working Group which is one of the most 
widely supported W3C committees. Current members 
of the Group include AskJeeves, AT&T, Avaya, BT, 
Canon, Cisco, France Telecon, General Magic, 
Hitachi, HP, IBM, isSound, Intel, Locus Dialogue, 
Lucent, Microsoft, Mitre, Motorola, Nokia, Nortel, 
Nuance, Phillips, PipeBeach, Speech Works, Sun, 
Telecon Italia, TellMe.com, and Unisys, in addition to 
several invited experts. This group has been chartered 
to prepare and review markup languages that enable 
voice browsers.

The voice browser is a device (which may be a 
combination of hardware and software) that interprets 
voice markup languages to interpret voice input and 
generate voice output. The Voice Browser Working 
Group has defined a speech interface framework as 
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 1: Speech Interface Framework – Derived from W3C
2 W3C Speech Interface Framework http://www.w3.org/TR/voice-intro/
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Note the Voice Browser Working Group is NOT 
defining the components, it is defining the markup 
languages for representing data. Where VoiceXML 1.0 
was a single mark up language, VoiceXML 2.0 now 
includes a number of languages:

Speech Recognition Grammar Specification (SRGS)

Speech recognition is of course the area of voice 
technologies that has been in the works for a 
considerable time. What’s interesting in this area is 
that the W3C standards work provides some level of 
portability of VoiceXML compliant Browsers.

Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML)

The role of the speech synthesis markup language is 
to give authors of synthesizable content a standard 
way to control aspects of voice output such as 
pronunciation, volume, pitch, rate, etc. across different 
platforms.

Dialog Markup Language (VoiceXML 2.0)

The original VoiceXML 1.0 was published by the XML 
Forum, and then submitted to the W3C. VoiceXML 2.0 
is the result of the standardization effort. VoiceXML 2.0 
is a mechanism for creating audio dialogs that include 

synthesized speech, digitized audio, recognition of 
spoken and DTMF input.

A VoiceXML document reflects the conversational 
state. The user is always in one conversational state 
or dialog at one time. Each dialog determines the 
next dialog to transition to using URI’s. There are two 
kinds of dialogs – forms and menus. Forms define an 
interaction and menus present choices, as a basis 
for transitioning to another dialog. A subdialog is 
like a function call which returns to the original form. 
Subdialogs are used to create a set of components 
that may be shared among documents in a single 
application, or to create a reusable library for sharing 
amongst many applications.

In the example document in Box 4 the form plays the 
greeting and then goes to the form “say_goodbye” 
which prompts the user with “Goodbye”. The second 
form does not specify any further transition, therefore 
the document is exited.

Finally for completeness we should mention SALT, 
(Speech Application Language Tags). Promoted by 
Microsoft, Cisco and Intel, SALT is a set of extensions 
for HTML, XHTML and XML for speech processing. In 
functional terms this is a limited subset of the functional 

Market Analysis continued . . .

Automatic Speech Recognizer (ASR) Accepts speech from the user and produces text

DTMF Tone Recognizer Accepts touch tones produced by a telephone key pad

Language Understanding Component
Extracts semantics from a text string by using a pre-specified 
grammar. 

Context Interpreter
Enhances the meaning of the Language Understanding Module by 
obtaining context from dialog history

Dialog Manager

Prompts the user for input, makes sense of the input, and 
determines what to do next according to instructions in a dialog 
script specified using VoiceXML. May invoke application services 
or initiate another dialog script, or return information to the user.

Media Planner
Manages presentation as either synthetic speech of prerecorded 
audio.

Language Generator Accepts text and prepares for presentation as spoken voice

Text to Speech Synthesizer (TTS)
Produces acoustic signals which the user hears as the human 
voice

Table 1: Components of the Speech Interface Framework
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footprint of the W3C initiatives, and, notwithstanding 
different implementation details there seems to be 
intent on all sides to achieve convergence somewhere 
down the track.

Voice Technologies

Advanced VR Technologies

As shown in the examples 
above, current VR technologies 
are radical improvements 
over earlier capabilities. The 
new technologies allow richer 
interaction, in particular putting 
the user in control, but always 
with the failsafe mode of having 
the computer determine if you 
are in trouble and regaining 
control over the dialog. For 
example a common VR dialog 
design now asks “how can I 
help you” which is far removed 
from the single step dialog 
designs. Much complexity that 
previously would have required 

explicit coding is now embedded in the platform. 
Capabilities such as “barge-in”, new with VoiceXML 
2.0, are standard practice.

Figure 2: VoiceXML Dialog Structure

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<vxml xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/2001/vxml”

xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:schemaLocation=”http://www.w3.org/2001/vxml

http://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/vxml.xsd”
version=”2.0”>

<meta name=”author” content=”John Doe”/>
<meta name=”maintainer” content=”hello-support@hi.example.com”/>
<var name=”hi” expr=”’Hello World!’”/>
<form>

<block>
<value expr=”hi”/>
<goto next=”#say_goodbye”/>

</block>
</form>
<form id=”say_goodbye”>

<block>
Goodbye!

</block>
</form>

</vxml>

Box 4: Sample VoiceXML document courtesy of W3C
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IBM explain their use of Natural Language 
Understanding (NLU). This allows variations in 
specifying an entry for example allowing variations in 
response:

TRP: there are over 20 such T. Rowe Price funds 
– listing the first three funds – do you want price of 
T. Rowe Price balance, blue chip growth or equity 
income?

CUSTOMER: The second one 
please

or processing of multiple fields in 
one response:

CUSTOMER: No give me the 
closing price of T. Rowe Price 
equity income class B shares and T. Rowe Price 
balance

Other advanced dialog functions include:

• commencing a new transaction without going 
through a main menu

• jump to another transaction and return

• omit intermediate steps in a dialog

• tromboning – visiting another transaction 
midstream and returning

VR Development Tools

Concurrent with the standards activity, VR tools have 
undergone a considerable upgrade. IBM for example 
now include voice capabilities as an integral part of 
a multimodal WebSphere product set. WebSphere 
Voice Application Access provides middleware which 
extends the platform programming model to enable a 
conversational application server.

VoiceObjects3, a German Voice solutions company 
offer (as part of a broader Voice product platform) 
their VoiceObjects Factory. This is effectively a Voice 
IDE that supports the design and development 
of VoiceXML applications with no programming 
required. The VoiceObjects Factory provides a set 
of reusable objects which are assembled together 

with logic to create the entire application without 
exiting to another language. Whilst exits to other 
languages are provided, these are normally only 
required for access to back end systems in for 
example Java. VoiceObjects provide their own 
Voice Server, but will also generate the VoiceXML, 
(plus SRGS, SSML, CCXML etc) for a wide variety 
of platforms including IBM, Converse, Genie, Nortel 

and many others. Interestingly 
VoiceObjects make the point that 
VoiceXML standardization is as 
yet insufficiently comprehensive, 
and in consequence there are 
differences between the various 
platforms, which of course their 
generation approach takes care 

of. They also generate SALT for Microsoft platforms, 
which they see as simply a sibling of VoiceXML.

Voice Portals

An interesting development in this area is the move to 
provide portal like capability for voice application. It’s 
a natural evolution of the voice channel with potentially 
wide applicability to introduce portal principles of 
aggregation of content, together with personalization 
and customization, and of course the ability to provide 
common functionality as voice portlets. IBM shipped a 
voice portal product at the end of 2002. This includes 
sample portlets for directory dialing, weather, stocks 
etc. At this stage it seems the portal concept is going 
relatively slowly, primarily because customers are 
finding that a cross organizational portal suffers from 
the same issues as shared services – there is no one 
stakeholder that will make the investment and drive it 
through.

VR Reusable Components

There is clearly considerable opportunity for reusable 
dialog components. It doesn’t take too much 
consideration to surface numerous areas that will 
have common requirements. The W3C (Voice Browser 
Working Group) is currently defining a standard 
interface format for reusable dialog components. 
They then anticipate that future specifications will 

Market Analysis continued . . .

Voice services are set to 
become a major market in its 

own right.

3 VoiceObjects http://www.voiceobjects.com/eng/start/index.shtml
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define reusable dialog components for specific tasks 
that will be portable across platforms.

Potential sources of reusable components include:

• VoiceObjects – we have already mentioned 
reusable components that are provided in this 
platform above.

• Fluency – discussed in our report on voice 
components last year.

• IBM – a set of subdialogs and templates 
which also provides an architecture for 
developers creating their own reusable 
components4

Voice Applications

Telephone voice interactions are fundamentally 
different to visually-oriented Web browser interactions. 
Some interactions are done best using voice control, 
others with a visual interface.

Voice Control
Flexible dialogs
Mobile applications; hands free
Variable paths
Help embedded in dialog
User driven
Conversational
Rapid prototyping
Inherently component based

Table 2: Attributes of Voice Interactions

I commented earlier that call centers have without 
question been the primary force driving the demand 
for voice enabled capabilities in the enterprise. The call 
center is a “here and now” phenomenon and worldwide 
growth in call centers has been huge, notwithstanding 
the soft economy. Today the primary trend is for call 
centers to be outsourced and put offshore to countries 
where labor costs are significantly cheaper.

But in the medium to long term the rate of growth of 
call centers and agents, wherever they are located is 
unsustainable. We are all intimately familiar with the 
way call center managers triage our calls today using 

touch tone driven dialogs, in order to handle simple 
queries without agent support and / or to automate 
the collection of basic data prior to directing us to the 
right agent who can handle the query most efficiently. 
So it’s a given that call centers will use VoiceXML 
architectures to drive up the level of automation to the 
highest levels. Voice enablement should deliver:

• greater scalability as customers have less 
wait time, agents are used for specialist 
tasks. With greater automation of the 
customer interface, scalability should be 
achieved with fewer incremental agents but 
perhaps more server power.

• call center flexibility as functionality is more 
easily distributed or centralized. For example 
a common server farm could handle the 
needs of several divisions and or companies

• greater opportunity to use “on-demand” 
approach to call center resource 
management

It’s really interesting here because the largest call 
centers are therefore almost certainly the same ones 
that are making the decisions to outsource offshore; 
yet these large call centers are also the ones that 
will have the highest proportion of routine tasks that 
can achieve the highest levels of dialog automation. 
It seems that the call center revolution in its current 
instantiation is likely to be short lived. But equally 
interesting is to consider other areas of demand for 
voice automation.

Voice Controlled Systems

Today we are already at the point where interaction 
with many classes of computerized device is more 
efficient than using a keyboard or mouse. The dialog 
illustrated in Box 3 is an excellent example of speed, 
accuracy and efficiency. Now apply that same 
level of interaction to home entertainment centers, 
appliances, telephones, PDA’s and more. The barriers 
that have been raised by poor design with many of 
these pervasive computing systems will fall, rapidly. 
The need for a keypad disappears. Why do you need 

4 Using IBM’s Reusable Dialog Components to Facilitate the Creation of VoiceXML Applications” http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/voice/pdfs/collateral/RDC_article.pdf
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a keypad on a telephone when all you need is a 
microphone and speaker.

I remember vividly back in the mid 1980’s use of email 
spread like wildfire. In one global oil company that I was 
consulting with, they introduced, well I better not mention 
the name of the email product, but it was exceptionally 
difficult to use. But the middle managers in this highly 
conservative company overcame this excruciatingly 
awful user interface in order to ensure they were not left 
out of a genuine revolution in internal communications. 
The same has happened with text messaging 
– an amazingly successful application that has huge 
worldwide acceptance because it is cheap and effective 
– in spite of its absolutely awful user interface.

Voice control will enable a number of new services 
including:

• identifying numbers will be made by name 
not number – for example telephone number, 

bank account number etc – enabling 
rationalization of multiple account systems

• call placing, including tracking down people 
we want to talk to and making arrangements 
for the call

• and a derivation of call placing – enterprise 
contact centers. For example IBM now has an 
internal application using Voice Recognition 
with 200,000 managed names in the USA.

• voice controlled agents will assist us to 
find best deals on merchandise, remind us 
about appointments and control appliances 
remotely

• provide voice controlled access and 
interaction with appliances and devices at 
home and work

Market Analysis continued . . .

Financial Markets Retail Utilities

Stock Price Inquiries Order from a catalogue Account Management

Stock Trading Request latest catalogue Outage reporting

Request Financial Reports Request opening hours Appliance repair request

Change Personal Details e.g. Address Call routing to store/dept Address change/connect – disconnect

Banking Travel and Transportation Telcos

Pay Bills Request schedules and fares
Consumer information portal, Request 
info (Sports, Weather, News..)

Request transactions history Reservations Request services (taxi, pizza…)

Balance Inquiry Manage loyalty points Call direction to appropriate Customer

Branch Locator Track packages Services Dept

Insurance General Carrier grade voicemail

Quote Inquiries Enterprise contact centers Directory Assistance 

Forms Request Hosted network for VR

Agent Locator

Claims Status Tracking

Table 3: Potential Voice Applications by Sector (Source IBM)
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• as a consequence we can expect to see a 
further blurring of the distinction between 
home and work

The Booking Pattern

One sector that is almost desperate 
to identify and bring new application 
areas to market is the telecoms 
industry. Consider an example 
application for restaurant booking. 
The restaurant signs up to a service 
that is provided by a Telco that allows 
them to accept table bookings at 
any time of the day or night. The 
service is accessed by customers 
using their telephone, and allows 
them to book within certain rules, 
such as advance period and 
number of covers, and to provide a credit card number 
as guarantee. The customer receives confirmation by 
an SMS message. The booking information for the 
restaurant is managed and made available via various 
alternative mechanisms as part of a comprehensive 
business service. This particular application is currently 
in test with a customer of VoiceObjects, a German voice 
solutions company, and is expected to go live in January 
2004.

Benefits to the restaurant are that bookings can be 
made by customers using the (ubiquitous) telephone 
at any time of the day or night. The booking dialog 
is simple and should be error free, and the customer 
receives confirmation. The booking is not anonymous 

and depending on service options, may be guaranteed. 
Further the restaurant can be included in a telephone 
based portal which promotes the service.

The same pattern is of course widely applicable to 
cinemas, theatres, sporting events, bowling alleys, 

taxis, etc.

Mobile Information Systems

Another major class of applications 
is providing information to people 
on the move. Voice enabling existing 
voicemail systems is currently in 
work at a number of Telcos and 
because the back end systems 
are generally database driven, we 
can expect additional functionality 
to be included such as follow-me, 
address book, email reading and 
sending.

We can also expect considerable value adding 
services that extend voicemail. For example 
personalized services which are profiled, for example 
steering some customers to pick up specific sporting 
information and others to new releases from particular 
artists, producers, authors etc. Information or portal 
systems will also be easily enabled, providing for 
example traffic information, weather forecasts, routing 
information. All of these services are likely to generate 
incremental revenues for Telcos and we can therefore 
expect to see early realization.

Now you might be thinking that voice is all very well, but 
there will be situations where using voice control can 

America Online’s new AOLbyPhone service makes 
it possible for its more than 28 million members to 
access their AOL account from any phone, anytime, 
anywhere, simply by speaking. The AOLbyPhone 
service was developed with Quack.com, a 
leading voice portal company that AOL acquired 
in August 2000. The AOL/Quack voice platform 
utilizes voice recognition technology provided by 
SpeechWorks International and its Speechify Text-
to-Speech engine. Members call 1-800-AOL-1234 
to access the service and then are greeted by a 

friendly human voice host who guides them to the 
information they want to find online. AOL members 
respond to the service simply by using their voice, 
in plain English, and it takes only minutes to review 
their email, obtain movie listings, get sports scores, 
buy a last minute gift, check the weather forecast for 
anywhere in the U.S. or for major International cities, 
get stock prices, and more.

Source
http://www.quack.com/aolbyphone.html

Voice technologies have 
moved way beyond 

recognition. This is a core 
technology that is set to 

impact the way we develop 
and consume applications 

and services.
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be very difficult. For example in noisy situations such 
as in the street, a train station, or on a train. Recently 
I noted an IBM research project that is developing 
digital lip-reading systems to augment accuracy of 
speech recognition capabilities. Listeners naturally 
use mouth movements to help them understand 
the difference between say “bat” and “pat” for 
example. Maybe I am personally in the minority that 
has a camera embedded in my notebook computer, 
but many telephone users now have handsets that 
incorporate digital cameras.

Voice Services

In our report on Voice last year we predicted voice 
based services as an imminent and major trend. 

The ubiquity of the telephone networks makes 
this inevitable. As discussed above commodity 
applications such as booking delivered as services 
will be an attractive way to deliver capability to 
smaller companies that perhaps would not afford the 
infrastructure themselves. However voice services will 
not be restricted to purely those that will not afford the 
infrastructure, rather voice services is set to become 
a major market in its own right.

Conclusions
Speech recognition has been one of those technologies 
that have been around for years. In fact some of 
my non technical friends use VR for much of their 
everyday written communications, and periodically 
attempt to persuade me to convert, without success. 
But today Voice technologies have moved way 
beyond recognition. In the course of researching this 
report it became clear that this is a core technology 
that is set to have a major impact on the way we 
develop and consume applications and services. The 
example dialogs provided in this report represent a 
level of sophistication that can deliver superior user 
interfaces on a wide range of application areas, today. 
Now that the standardization under VoiceXML 2.0 has 
been achieved, it is time to look very seriously at how 
near term adoption may have real benefits in terms of 
improved process and cost reduction.

Market Analysis continued . . .

Today Tellme Networks claim to answer over one 
million VoiceXML 2.0 calls every day for Fortune 
500 companies on its network. Tellme provides 
what they refer to as a Voice Application Network 
(VAN) – which combines the infrastructure, the 
VoiceXML Application Platform and Telme’s 
VoiceAdvantage – a suite of voice technologies. 
Using the VAN Tellme’s customers can deploy 
voice applications without purchasing or 
administering any voice recognition or telephony 
infrastructure. Tellme also provide development 
tools and pre-built modules and modular 
components for VoiceXML applications. 

Source Tellme
http://studio.tellme.com/library/audio/
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UN/CEFACT Move Into 
Enterprise Architecture 
Space

Last month, UN/CEFACT, the main sponsor of B2B standards such 
as EDI and ebXML, announced a new enterprise architecture, which 
not only adds support for Web Services standards but also cleanly 
separates transport and messaging layers from business syntax 
and semantics. This announcement paves the way to a universal 
architecture and methodology that will have a major impact on 
electronic business this century. In the past ebXML was seen as a 
competing standard to Web Services; the new framework combines 
the important work the UN has placed in the public domain defining 
business process and schema and plugs in appropriate transport, 
service description and discovery standards such as SOAP, WSDL 
and UDDI. Existing users of ebXML or EDI standards are fully 
supported in the new framework but a clear convergence path to 
Web Services has emerged which we believe will add a universal 
appeal to the framework..

By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction
The bulk of electronic business transactions are based on EDI and 
related standards. These made a huge impact in the large corporations 
but have failed to make inroads into smaller companies due to the high 
implementation and running costs. In order to bring these standards up 
to date the ebXML standard was created to express the EDI documents 
in XML and reduce the cost through use of internet protocols. Groups 
working on the technical standards for ebXML have been overlapping 
with the W3C and other OASIS committee’s work on Web Services and 
many including CBDI have been predicting that at some point the two 
parallel standards would have to converge. For many of us promoting the 
Web Service standards, ebXML seemed to offer a wealth of business level 
modeling and schema definitions which businesses could use, if only they 
could separate out the lower levels of the ebXML implementation. The 
Business Collaboration Framework (BCF) looks like the answer.

Roadmap Report
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The goals of the new framework are to facilitate e-
business through a set of business models, process 
definitions and schema, and to avoid duplication of 
effort by embracing standards such as BPEL, UDDI, 
SOAP, etc. The collaboration models can be cleanly 
mapped to specific platforms such as EDI, ebXML 
and Web Services. At this stage the details are a bit 
sketchy but the question that immediately comes to 
mind is: if the BCF supports EDI, WS and ebXML does 
that mean that we have to support all three in order to 
conform, or can we pick just one mapping? In other 
words, is the UN side-stepping the issue and leaving 
us with too many competing standards? We partially 
answer this in our Standards section later.

The announcement and presentation from the UN 
working group is mainly about enterprise architecture, 
a subject rarely taught by universities and difficult to 
pin down because it can encompass so many aspects 
of business practice and the IT systems it employs. A 
quick brainstorming session will identify buzzwords 
such as:

• Scalable

• Fast

• Flexible

• Distributed

• Service Oriented

• Component Based

… and many more.

The BCF justifies itself as Enterprise Architecture by 
comparing itself with the Zachman framework, which 
was established in 2000.

We will begin this report by examining the UN’s 
definition of Enterprise Architecture and in particular 
the way they use the Zachman framework as a 
reference model. Then we look at their Business 
Collaboration Framework (BCF) in more detail and 
finally relate it to the various standards and standards 
bodies involved.

Material for this report has been gathered from 
presentations made by Mr. Ray Walker – Chairman, UN/
CEFACT Steering Group, Mr. Kenji Itoh – Vice Chairman, 
UN/CEFACT, Mr. Klaus-Dieter Naujok – Chairman, UN/
CEFACT Techniques and Methodologies Group1.

Enterprise Architectures
J Zachman’s framework is referenced by the UN and 
the mapping of the BCF to Zachman is spelled out 

Roadmap Report continued . . .

Data
What

Function
How

Location
Where

Actors
Who

Timing
When

Strategy
Why

Context/
Scope

Entity list Process list
Network 
extents

Org List Event list Objectives

Business 
model

Entity diagram
Process flow 
diagram

Network 
model

Org Chart
Business 
events

Business plan

System model
Logical Data 
model

Data flow
Distributed 
object model

HCI 
architecture

System event 
model

Business 
parameters

Technical 
Model

Physical data 
model

Structure 
chart

System 
architecture

HCI technical 
i/f

Control 
architecture

Efficiency/
Budget costs

Component RDB schema Program Network Security/ID Timing chart
Meet 
specifications

Working
System

Data Function Network Organization Schedule Strategy

Table 1: (Simplified) Zachman Framework

1 UN/CEFACT BCF Tour Slides http://webster.disa.org/cefact-groups/tmg/bcf-tour/agenda.html
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in detail in their overview. The framework essentially 
defines six layers of abstraction and for each layer 
looks at the model from the six dimensions, What, 
How, Who, Where, When and Why?

This approach is based on the premise that systems 
are badly designed because there are too many things 
to consider at once and so objects in the system are 
designed sub-optimally. We can use many modeling 
techniques, each focuses on a particular aspect of the 
system, but the Zachman framework fits them all together 
to ensure that nothing is missed. The matrix of abstraction 
levels and dimensions ensures that all aspects of the 
system are considered when modeling the system.

The framework starts top-down with a Contextual 
view, which models the scope of each of the six view 
points. As the models are completed for the lower 
rows in the matrix you get down to concrete models 
such as the data model and class diagram. Table 1 is 
our interpretation of the matrix, the official one can be 
found at www.zifa.com.

Another way to interpret the rows is to identify the 
group of people who would be interested in that level 
of abstraction. For example the Context row would 
be of interest to the owners of the organization, the 
contractors building the components would use the 
Component row. A complete set of models, taken 
across any row, fully describes the system for that 
level of abstraction and should be a complete design 
for that development group.

Business Collaboration Framework

The overall intent of the BCF is to provide a collaborative 
enterprise architecture; to take the Zachman principles 
and apply them to inter-enterprise collaboration, by 
defining a system of methods, models and patterns 
which form a standardized framework for guiding 
collaboration.

While it is clear that the UN’s BCF is still very much 
a work in progress, many of its components already 
exist as final specifications and we can see a degree 

Figure 1: Collaboration Models and Architecture
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of re-packaging going on here. The UN modeling 
methodology (UMM) has been available as a final 
specification for several years now and has been 
part of the ebXML technical specification for process 
modeling. We guess that the BCF is a re-launch of 
ebXML process models, document schema and 
technical architectures in a technically open package 
that will embrace Web Service Standards.

The public launch made much 
of the ‘Enterprise Architecture’ 
tag and this was described by 
relating BCF to the Zachman chart 
above; the relationship between 
the architecture and the process 
modeling is illustrated in figure 
1 based on one from the public 
presentation.

BCF includes models for the 
top three rows of the Zachman 
framework – context, business 
model and architecture. By keeping 
clear of the implementation levels 
the deliverables now become 
generic and less wedded to XML 
packaging standards. So what 
are the deliverables?

1. Modeling Methodology – UMM
The UMM defines how the business models will be 
defined, consisting of schema defining the structure 
of the business models and document schema. UMM 
is based on UML and user guide defines the process 
to be followed when defining models. The UMM 

schema is the meta model defining how we structure 
the business models. UMM already exists as a final 
specification and is available from the UN2. Our report 
on BindStudio a UMM tool from Bind Systems was 
published in April 20023.

2. Business Collaboration Models and Schema
This is the level at which businesses would typically get 
interested. These models define the steps and structures 

involved in business collaboration 
within and across the industrial 
verticals supported by the UN. 
The models will be delivered as 
Business Collaboration Patterns 
and Business Transaction 
Patterns.

Business Collaboration Patterns 
will categorize typical patterns 
of collaboration such as 
contract negotiation, delivery 
of goods, request tender, etc. 
These patterns will make use 
of transaction patterns and core 
components.

Business Transaction Patterns 
such as Request/Response, 
Obtain Customer ID and 

Notification represent the transactions that make up 
typical business processes.

Core components will define the ubiquitous building 
blocks common to different industries and processes 
such as Address, Customer, Company Details.

Roadmap Report continued . . .

2 UMM Unified Modeling Methodology http://www.unece.org/cefact/docum/download/00bp030.doc TMWG, document N090
3 BindStudio by Bind Systems CBDI Report http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2002-04/business.php3

Document Target Audience Draft Available Final

N90 Concepts All Q3 2003 Q4 2003 rev12

N91 UMM Meta Model Base for all other BCF docs Q2 2003 Update planned 2004

N92 Reference Guide Tool developers Draft Q3 2003 Q1 2004

N93 User Guide Modelers Q2 2003 Q3 2003

N94 Implementation Guide System Implementers 2004 Q1 Q3 2004

N95 Content management guide Trading partners 2004 Q1 Q3 2004

Table 2: Publication Plan

The overall intent of 
the BCF is to provide a 
collaborative enterprise 

architecture; to take 
the Zachman principles 
and apply them to inter-
enterprise collaboration, 
to form a standardized 
framework for guiding 

collaboration. 
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3. Architecture
Guidelines for mapping models to technical 
implementation and development of process engines. 
These documents don’t exist as yet (see Table 2 for 
timetable).

The Timetable

Table 2 sets out the publication plan revealed at the 
UN rollout presentation:

The Technical Buffer
As we said earlier, the key benefit over the ebXML 
work is the layering of the technical layer so that Web 
Services can be plugged in at the implementation 
level. Figure 2 illustrates this well:

Of course life would be much easier if we just agreed 
on the ‘right’ stack and built a pure Web Services 
version. Given that ebXML documents are SOAP 

documents wrapped in an ebXML structure, the 
conversion path for existing systems using ebXML 
should be minimal.

The Standards Map
To complete the overview of the BCF we must finally 
play the three letter acronyms game and see how many 
we recognize, and try to work out how the framework 
brings together multiple strands of standards body 
work. The UN/CEFACT group will produce the BCF and 
bring all the ebXML business collaboration modeling 
work into the new framework. OASIS are working on 
the Web Services stack and are responsible for parts 
of the ebXML discovery and messaging infrastructure. 
W3C own some of the Web Services stack and now 
WS-I is becoming a new focus of activity. To make 
sense of all this you need Table 3 derived from the 
UN/CEFACT presentation.

Figure 2: Layered Architecture
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The XMLP standard represents the future replacement 
for the ebXML messaging standard which will 
effectively be SOAP 1.x. A quick scan of the draft 
proposals for XMLP make it very clear that SOAP will 
be the basis of the new standard and this means that 
ebXML will become a Web Service.

The clean mapping of the BCF to Web Services 
means that companies can move forward using Web 
Services confident that the international e-business 
frameworks being developed by the UN will become 
a natural extension of their SOA. The full Web Service 
stack is shown in Figure 3.

Conclusions
For the proponents of Web Services the Business 
Collaboration Framework represents a major opportunity 
to capitalize on the most comprehensive set of business 
collaboration models and schema that exist. While we 
can detect some re-packaging of existing resources 
going on, it is not completely clear how much work will 
be required to make existing ebXML standards conform 
to the BCF. Also, it is not completely clear from the 
rollout, how the existing ebXML users and Web Services 
implementations will co-exist, but we welcome the fact 
that a convergence path has now been mapped out. We 
will follow up this report with some comment from the 
UN/CEFACT committee on these issues.

Roadmap Report continued . . .

Figure 3: The Web Services Stack
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The amalgamation of the work WS-I is doing to 
build platform neutral protocols with that of the UN/
CEFACT framework will arguably be one of the main 
drivers of IT over the next decades. We believe that by 
removing the dependence on a particular messaging 
infrastructure the BCF will create more business value 
and allow the industry to focus on the Web Services 
stack.
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Table 3: The Integrated Standards

BCF: Business Collaboration Framework

BPSS:
Business Process Specification Schema; defines a business process to achieve a physical business interchange 
between parties

CPPA:
Collaboration-Protocol Profile and Agreement Specification. Standards for business agreements and interchanges 
as defined by the OASIS CPPA Technical Committee

ebMS: 
ebXML Messaging Services – component that implements the messaging interchange specifications as defined by 
OASIS

XMLP: XML Protocol. Alignment of ebXML and SOAP under W3C

BPEL4WS: Business Process Engineering Language for WS

UDDI: Universal Discovery and Description Language

WSDL: Web Services Description Language

WS-S/RM: Web Services Security and Reliable Messaging
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The Service-Based 
Business – Insurance

The vision of the Service-Based Business is further advanced in 
Insurance than in many other sectors, for a number of reasons. 
In this article, we explore the state-of-the-art in Insurance, and 
discuss how some of the achievements of this sector may be more 
broadly applicable

By Richard Veryard

Introduction – the nature of insurance
From the point of view of the service-based business, insurance is a 
particularly interesting form of service. Value is created by transferring 
risk from one party to another; risk is transformed by being aggregated 
or distributed. Thus the value creation is intrinsic to the service itself, and 
depends in a curious way on the very granularity and distribution of the 
service.

Furthermore, insurance is an information-intensive business, which 
makes it especially amenable to the electronic service-based business.

History – four phases of business development
In London around 300 years ago, a coffee shop run by one Edward Lloyd 
was frequented by merchants and ship-owners, and this evolved into the 
Lloyd’s insurance market, still a significant presence in the London skyline 
and the global insurance sector. Today, Lloyd’s is a complex confederation 
of independent insurance companies, including brokers, underwriters, 
so-called “names” and their agents. In the recent past, this structure has 
often been dismissed as a historical anomaly, allegedly less efficient than 
integrated insurance companies, and excessively dependent on personal 
trust between individuals (as evidenced by recent scandals).

It is now becoming apparent, however, that vertically integrated companies 
can also be vulnerable in their own ways to bureaucratic inefficiencies and 
abuses of trust. Vertical integration is no longer in vogue, and value chain 
specialization is popularly preferred. Modern information technology (IT) 
starts to swing the balance of advantage back in favor of distributed and 
federated structures such as Lloyd’s. Traditionally, communication inside 
one company – even at multiple locations – has been quicker, safer and 
cheaper than communication between companies – which implies a built-
in disadvantage for structures such as Lloyd’s. But new technologies, 

Best Practice Report
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including the Internet and Web Services, alter this 
equation. Transaction costs can be reduced to a small 
fraction of their previous level.

Many insurance companies have made steps in this 
direction, introducing some level of decoupling into their 
business process. The simplest approach is often to 
outsource some part of the business process to a single 
business partner. There are numerous examples of this 
in the insurance sector, including the outsourcing of 
claims processing, and the separation of manufacturing 
from retail. This is not new – many companies have 
been doing this for a few years, although often using 
handcrafted interfaces and fairly crude EDI between 
their respective information systems.

And once you’ve got the split between manufacturing 
and retail, there’s no reason to stop there. Funds 

management, claims management, underwriting – 
each element of the business process can be located 
in a separate component. This approach allows a 
multinational insurance company to gain economies 
of scale from those components that can legitimately 
be globalized, while retaining local variation for market 
or regulatory reasons.

But careful studies of such exclusive outsourcing 
arrangements indicate that they can often be counter-
productive. The exclusivity can add considerably to 
the total cost of the service – particularly if the service 
provider is prevented from achieving economies of 
scale, and is required to carry surplus processing 
capacity to handle local peaks in demand volume. 
Furthermore, by increasing uncertainty in the supply 
chain, the large corporation may merely succeed 

Definition Two reasons for buying insurance

Defined risk

• event causes loss of value to some defined asset

• event causes additional liability to some third 
party

Defined (undesired) state

• (e.g. ill-health, disability, unemployment)

Defined compensation

• either fixed compensation if event or state occurs

• or covers recovery of asset value or return to 
desired state

Either insurance required by law (e.g. employer liability, 
motor) or contractual requirement (e.g. buildings 
insurance for mortgage, professional liability insurance 
for subcontractor)

or insurance preferred to the possibility of loss

Box 1: The Nature of Insurance

Figure 1: Historical Stages of the Insurance Business
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in increasing turbulence in its own back yard, thus 
effectively re-importing the very uncertainty and 
volatility it was trying to export.

In general, outsourcing arrangements fall short of full 
service-based business relationships, because they 
are typically exclusive and fairly inflexible. Interestingly, 
regulators in some parts of the world (including Korea) 
are trying to prevent exclusive partnerships between 
banks and insurance companies.1 It seems that true 
service-based relationships are deemed to be more 
in the consumer’s interest. We shall see later how 
service-based relationships are now emerging into 
the insurance sector.

Information Flows
In the previous section, we saw how the insurance 
industry has developed over its history – sometimes 
centralizing, sometimes decentralizing. But it is only 
now on the verge of a fully service-oriented approach. 
Since insurance is information intensive, there has 
always been the need to collect and share information. 
Furthermore, as insurance becomes more competitive 
and underwriting ratios tighter, the volumes and 
complexity of relevant information have increased and 
continue to increase.

The Service-based Business continued . . .

A small company was set up to perform claims 
processing on an exclusive contract for a large insurer. 
Thanks to some innovative software for analyzing the 
claims, plus a well-motivated staff, it achieved a 
level of efficiency twice that of the in-house claims 
department.

The exclusivity of the contract raises some interesting 
issues. Such contracts appear to protect one or both 
parties from uncertainty – in particular, the insurer is 
given some level of protection against the possibility 
that the same service might be made available to its 
competitors. Meanwhile the supplier is prevented from 
spreading the commercial risk across many different 
sources of business, is more vulnerable to fluctuations 
in demand levels from its sole business partner, and 
may be correspondingly weaker at negotiating and 
resolving issues. This form of exclusivity is often used 
by large corporations as a way of dumping uncertainty 
and volatility onto their suppliers.

Box 2: Outsourcing – Claims Processing

Box 3: Outsourcing – Manufacturing and Retail

Many banks and insurance companies have introduced 
the metaphor of “Manufacturing” and “Retail”. The 
manufacturing component owns the product; the retail 
component does the sales and marketing. Usually (but 
not always) it is the retail component that owns the 
brand and customer base.

This articulation is extremely useful for large corporations 
and conglomerates trying to implement mergers and 
acquisitions. For example, a recent banking merger 
involved creating a single “manufacturing” division 
to provide operational and systems support for two 
separate “retail” brands.

With insurance, the “manufacturing” component defines 
the characteristics of the insurance product, perhaps 
formulated as a set of underwriting and processing 
rules. The manufacturing component may also perform 
the underwriting and claims processing.

This means that the essential financial expertise resides 
in the manufacturing division. It is mostly (although not 
entirely) the manufacturing component that needs to 

understand and conform to industry regulations and 
best practices.

Meanwhile, a retail organization can sell insurance 
products and banking products side-by-side, under 
a single brand name. The combination of banking 
and insurance under a single brand is sometimes 
known as bancassurance. Indeed, this organization 
can sometimes be an entirely new player in the market 
– witness the entry of leading grocery chains into 
financial services.

In recent years, a number of retail banks followed 
a horizontal integration strategy by merging with 
insurance companies. Other banks, such as Barclays 
in the UK, realized that it was possible to get the 
benefits of bancassurance without the risks associated 
with merging two different types of financial institution. 
Barclays remains an independent insurance intermediary 
– participating in the retail side of insurance but not in 
the manufacturing side, maintaining relationships with 
multiple insurers.

1 Mark Saunders, “Insurance Partnerships – Making it Work – The Theory and Practice – Korea Case Study”. Asia Insurance Review, March 2003. 
http://asiainsurancereview.com. Also available from http://www.tillinghast.com/
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These information flows have always been present in 
some form. In some cases, information is not automatically 
transmitted at the time of the initial transaction, but there 
is an obligation on one party to preserve information that 
might be needed at a later date. In the past, deferred 
communication may have been necessitated by the cost 
or difficulty of communications, especially with pre-
electronic media, and enabled by prevailing levels of trust 
between the parties. In the service-based architecture, 
the primary reason for withholding information until 
required is usually to avoid overloading the counterparty 
with unnecessary complexity.

The insurance industry is busy working on XML 
standards for information flow and document 

interchange, through such bodies as ACORD. These 
standards are directed at the traditional benefits of 
information quality and avoiding data duplication.

Service-Based Front-Ends
A number of insurance companies are using these 
emerging XML standards to develop a service-
based front end to their core insurance products 
and services. IBM has a WebSphere case study from 
Highmark Life and Casualty (available from the IBM 
website), and other system integrators such as the 
Indian software firm WIPRO have focused on this use 
of Web Services.

Figure 2: Information Flows in Insurance source: http://www.acord.org/

Figure 3: Historical Stages of Information Flows
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Explosion of Web Services within Insurance
But the exploitation of Web Services by insurance 
companies is not restricted to service-based front ends. 
The US firm Celent estimates that US insurance companies 
spending on Web Services will increase ten times in the 
next three years – from US$78m today to US$740m by 
2006. Celent’s recent report on Web Services in Insurance 
cites a range of different case studies.

While it may take some time for the core insurance 
products to be opened up to the web, there are many 
business relationships in insurance that can benefit 
from the service-based approach.

For example, for certain types of insurance, the 
insurance companies often prefer to arrange and pay 
for remedial services themselves, rather than reimburse 
the customer. This practice is common in healthcare 
insurance, and is becoming more popular in motor and 
home insurance. Insurance companies typically prefer 
this arrangement, because it reduces fraud and moral 
hazard. (Moral hazard refers to the fact that the customer 
doesn’t care if the service provider overcharges, because 
the insurance company will pick up the bill anyway.) 
Customers typically prefer this arrangement, because it 
is more convenient, and reduces the transaction costs of 
completing claim forms.

The Service-based Business continued . . .

Allstate
Using Web Services to integrate back-end systems with a new agent portal, 
creating reusable components and enabling a rapid system deployment

State Auto
Providing communications between internal systems, reducing internal 
integration costs and laying the groundwork for partner integration

Aon Surety
Providing a cost-effective way to transmit surety bond information to 
underwriters, letting them handle small transactions profitably

EMC Insurance Companies
Providing as-needed information to its glass replacement provider instead of 
requiring them to sort through a massive database of customer information

Lincoln Financial Group Syndicating content and functionality seamlessly into its partners’ websites

Box 4: Case Studies of Web Services in Insurance. Source: Celent

Figure 4: Multi-Channel Distribution Model
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Let’s say your car has a broken windscreen. The 
insurance company will search for the nearest, 
quickest and/or cheapest windscreen provider to 
your current location, negotiate a fair rate for the job, 
provide detailed and accurate information about your 
vehicle, and execute proper payment.

Without Web Services, the insurance company is 
probably constrained to use a pre-existing arrangement 
with a national network of garages. Using Web Services, 
the insurance company may have the opportunity to 
work concurrently with multiple suppliers which may 
allow local specialization, price competition, substitution 
etc. – enabling it to provide a better quality of service to 
the driver more cost-effectively, and without incurring 
excess transaction costs.

But this is no longer simply a question of improved 
integration between IT systems. The provision of 

replacement windscreens is a dynamically invoked 
business service, with real business responsibilities 
and real business consequences. An insurance 
company with such an arrangement has taken a 
real step toward becoming a truly service oriented 
company.

Differentiated Service – Variable Insurance
The CBDI Forum has frequently discussed the general 
opportunities of differentiated service – which can 
yield benefits at both the business level and the IT 
level. Let’s look at some of the specific opportunities 
of service differentiation for the insurance business.

The basic insurance proposition is concerned with 
transferring risk from one party to another. Insurance 
companies can reduce the uncertainty associated with 



Differentiated Service – Pay as You Drive (PAYD)

Drivers can control their insurance premium by changing 
their behavior:

Driver behavior may alter the costs of owning and driving 
a vehicle

Miles driven PAYD insurance

Areas of car use Congestion charging

High risk locations avoided Road use charging

High risk locations avoided Penalties for anti-social or reckless driving (e.g. 
speeding)

Use of public transport Variable costs for owning and driving a vehicle may 
influence driver behavior

Guarantee of no other driver using car Reduced road usage – especially at peak times

Maintenance record Car sharing

Insurance companies can take advantage of new 
information to segment the market:

Safer driving

Patterns of use Incentive to use smaller/cleaner engines

Changes in patterns of use

Vehicle/driver relationship issues

Maintenance status

High/low risk locations

Cross selling

Box 5: Pay as you Drive
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a given risk by obtaining relevant context information, 
allowing a different premium to be quoted to each 
customer.

In the past, this contextual information has been 
collected at the time of quotation, and the risk is then 
fixed for the duration of the policy. However, we can 
now see early signs of variable insurance policies, 
where the risk and premium may vary dynamically, 
within agreed limits. Pay-as-you-drive is an example 
of such arrangements, currently receiving a lot of 
attention, but there are many other possibilities. 
Technological prerequisites for such arrangements 
include the ability to collect and analyze large amounts 
of reliable real-time information about driver behavior, 
and this is likely to involve the insurance company 
participating in technologically sophisticated and 
secure service-based networks.

Deconstructing the Insurance Company
Last month, at IBM’s Global Insurance Executive 
Conference, Ginni Rometty, managing partner of IBM 
Business Consulting Services and formerly head of 
Insurance for IBM, declared that the insurance business 
is “deconstructing” into business components. Each 
player must decide for itself which components are 
strategic. “If you are non-competitive, you then look 
for a partner or other ways to differentiate.”

For Rometty and her colleagues at IBM, the service-
oriented business offers both strategic differentiation 
and horizontal integration, yielding both organizational 
productivity and the ability to use analytics intelligently 
to anticipate demand. Anticipation rather than mere 
response is one of the keys to achieving the “on-
demand business”.

Figure 5: Business Components in Insurance. Source: IBM

The Service-based Business continued . . .
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Virtual Insurance Company
At the radical end of the spectrum, we have the 
champions of the virtual insurance company, including 
vInsurance. vInsurance recommends that each 
insurance company should be “normalized” as an 
interoperable industry entity by applying Web Service 
standards uniformly to each 
component in the company, so 
that the company has a specific 
interoperable property.2

vInsurance has ambitious plans 
to organize a utility-based 
insurance company along 
Web Service lines. However, 
vInsurance’s initial proposal 
starts with something far less 
ambitious – focusing on the 
distribution of forms between 
agents and brokers.

Conclusions
If Web Services are regarded 
merely as a convenient mechanism for connecting 
heterogeneous IT systems, then the consequences 
of such design judgments as defining and 
composing services will be felt first in the efficiency 
and effectiveness of IT solutions in supporting the 
business.

But with insurance, the way that services are defined 
and composed has a direct impact on the creation 
of business value. Therefore the ability to flexibly 
recompose and reconfigure these business services 
will potentially give some insurance companies access 
to enhanced business value, and thus a significant 
competitive advantage.

In the long term, this may lead to a fragmentation and 
radical regrouping of the insurance industry, resulting 
in entirely different and more efficient value ladders. 
We are not there yet, of course. While there are many 
secondary aspects of the insurance business that 

can be opened up to a service-based approach, 
radical change to the core insurance service is likely 
to be viewed with extreme caution by the insurance 
industry. The IT industry will have to do its part, 
providing better tools for understanding and managing 
the decomposition and recomposition of services.

But there is an interesting 
cultural split within the finance 
sector. While clerical and call 
center procedures are often still 
dominated by accountants and 
bureaucrats, financial product 
engineering is often run by 
extremely bright mathematicians 
and business school graduates, 
capable of spotting million-dollar 
profits in small higher-order 
differences. Until now, Web 
Service technology has been 
appealing to cost-reduction 
and procedural efficiencies 
– the domain of operational 
management. But once we 

start to think of insurance in terms of the service-
oriented business, this moves us into the domain of 
financial engineering, where entirely different rules 
of innovation apply. In the next couple of years, we 
may expect to see one or two innovative insurance 
companies streaking ahead of the pack, just as one 
or two innovative banks made the running in financial 
engineering in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
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Web Services are hot at the moment. At this stage in 
the technology cycle, we see a growing pile of weighty 
volumes aiming to explain things to students and 
practitioners, and Springer has sent me two recent 
offerings.

The authors of the first book, Perspectives on Web 
Services, are all IBM employees, while three of the 
authors of the second book, Web Services, work at HP 
Labs. These are therefore not vendor-neutral books, 
they are by well-informed insiders. While they do not 
contain explicit product information, we must assume 
them to be reasonably well aligned with the thinking 
within the respective companies.

The Perspectives book describes the topic of Web 
Services from several different Perspectives: Business 
(= Management), Training (= Concepts and Standards), 
Architecture, Development (= Coding), Operational 
(= System Architectures), Engagement (= Projects) and 
Future. The authors are primarily IT architects, and it 
is in the architectural chapters that they seem to have 

the most to offer. The book is full of architectural and 
code patterns, and an extended case example based 
on a fictional insurance company facing post-merger 
integration.

The Web Services book takes an historical perspective. 
The authors set out to show how Web Services 
can fulfill the promise of open distributed systems 
– a project going back decades and passing through a 
series of increasingly powerful solutions such as RPC, 
ANSA, CORBA and EAI. At first sight this book appears 
to be a much more technical book than Perspectives. 
Some readers will undoubtedly be impatient with 
detailed discussion of the precursors to Web Services, 
and will skip to Part II where the modern solutions 
are discussed, including some good coverage of the 
issues of service coordination and composition. But 
the historical approach allows the reader to rise above 
the technicalities and appreciate which aspects of Web 
Service technology are specific to SOAP/WSDL and so 
on, and which aspects are common to any distributed 
systems technology.

Book Reviews by Richard Veryard

Olaf Zimmermann, Mark Tomlinson 
& Stefan Peuser
Perspectives on Web Services
Applying SOAP, WSDL and UDDI to Real-
World Projects
Springer, 2003
ISBN 3-540-00914-0

Gustavo Alonso, Fabio Casati, Harumi Huno 
& Vijay Machiraju
Web Services
Concepts, Architectures and Applications
Springer, 2004
ISBN 3-540-44008-9
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